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INTRODUCTION

The Syrian conflict that began as a revolution quickly
descended into a major humanitarian disaster with the Assad regime’s in-
creasing use of force and the militarization of the dispute between the re-
gime and the opposition. The complexity of the civil war has led the inter-
national community to abandon the country due to a growing reluctance 
by Western countries, including the U.S., to engage in the conflict despite 
the gross violation of human rights and constant breach of international 
norms and principles. The country is witnessing a gloomy reality on the 
ground and there is little evidence to suggest any breakthrough in the near 
future. The ever-growing death toll, thousands of documented cases of war 
crimes and systematic torture, the use of weapons of mass destruction and 
the rise of radical groups have all failed to stir a robust American response. 
The U.S. did not change its stance until August 2014, when two American 
journalists, James Foley and Steven Sotloff, were violently beheaded by the 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Even then President Obama’s strat-
egy only entailed plans to “degrade” and “destroy” ISIS, with very little 
reference to the future of Syria or the Assad regime. 

So far, President Obama’s new strategy has been almost unanimously 
considered ineffective to eliminate ISIS from the region. It fails to provide 
comfort and peace for the Syrian people and stability to the region. Even 
after the airstrikes began, very little had changed in the lives of ordinary 
Syrians. The formation of the international coalition was not meant to 
end the brutality of the Assad regime, which is the root cause of the emer-
gence and rise of radical groups in Syria. Even the most optimist analysts 
in Washington, DC project that U.S. policy will only change after the 
departure of the Obama administration in 2016 and the election of a new 
president. For many that we interviewed in Washington, DC, including 
observers of U.S. foreign policy on Syria and former members of the ad-
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ministration, the most significant determinant of U.S. policy on Syria has 
been the opinion of Obama’s inner circle, a few close advisers. The position 
of these individuals closely matches the worldview and foreign policy vi-
sion of President Obama, who, along with his inner circle, determined the 
U.S.’s Syria policy, sometimes without consulting major figures and actors 
in the absence of any interagency process. 

With the culmination of events in Syria, the Syrian public feels that 
it has been forsaken by the U.S. given its apparent neglect or even delib-
erate abandonment despite President Obama’s statement about Assad in 
August 2011. A clear reality concerning U.S. foreign policy in Syria has 
emerged after four Augusts of inaction, indecisiveness and a lack of strat-
egy. These policy inefficiencies greatly contributed to the deterioration of 
the situation on the ground, bringing Syria into the nightmare scenario 
that frightened and worried many actors in the region. The past four years 
speak to the tribulations in Syria. The regime employed SCUD missiles, 
barrel bombs, chemical weapons, and committed crimes against humanity 
and war crimes. Although the extent of the tragedy approached that seen 
in Rwanda and the lawlessness nearly mirrored Somalia, the U.S. admin-
istration did not foresee any possible security fallouts from Syria until ISIS 
became a major threat.

This report provides a synopsis of the past four years of U.S. policy in 
Syria. It brings together the major turning points of this policy since the 
beginning of the Arab Spring and positions that different actors endorsed 
since 2009. The first section is dedicated to explaining President Obama’s 
attempt to restore ties with the Syrian government after the 2008 Presiden-
tial Election in order to resolve the foreign fighters problem in Iraq. This 
effort was also aimed at launching a subsequent peace process between 
Arab states and Israel as well as the issue of weapons of mass destruction. 
Despite opposition from Congress and some segments of Washington, 
President Obama appointed an ambassador to Damascus and official talks 
were launched during his first two years in office. However, this process 
was disrupted by the Arab Spring and the Assad regime’s heavy-handed 
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response towards the demonstrations. Particularly, the use of force during 
some demonstrations and the increasing number of casualties drove the 
U.S. to change its course of action in its relations with Syria.

Following the Assad regime’s forceful action against the peaceful demon-
strations and after much deliberation, President Obama took a major step 
forward in the U.S.’s policy towards Syria in August 2011. He stated, “For 
the sake of the Syrian people, the time has come for President Assad to step 
aside.”1 At that time, this was interpreted as a first step towards a compre-
hensive action plan to overthrow the regime in Syria, which would include 
using force against the regime and aiding rebel groups. However, this ex-
pectation soon proved to be misguided, as the U.S. preferred to follow a 
policy of inaction. The administration appeared to be indecisive about the 
next step. The message of “Assad must go” was given to avoid missing the 
possible overthrow of the regime and in the name of “being on the right 
side of history,” instead of a result of a policy planning process. 

An additional major turning point took place when President Obama 
made a statement in August 2012 in response to a question about the 
rumors that the Assad regime was moving chemical weapons. He stated 
that U.S. policy towards the conflict would be revised should there be any 
attempt or evidence that the Syrian regime was prepared to use chemical 
weapons. He said, “We have been very clear to the Assad regime, but also 
to other players on the ground that a red line for us is when we start seeing 
a whole bunch of chemical weapons moving around or being utilized. 
That would change my calculus...That would change my equation…We’re 
monitoring that situation very carefully. We have put together a range of 
contingency plans.”2 This statement was again interpreted as a sign that 

1Scott Wilson and Joby Warrick, “Assad Must Go, Obama Say,” The Washington Post, August 
18, 2011, http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/assad-must-go-obama-says/2011/08/18/
gIQAelheOJ_story.html.

2James Ball, “Obama Issues Syria a ‘Red Line’ Warning on Chemical Weapons,” The Wash-
ington Post, August 20 2012, http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/obama-
issues-syria-red-line-warning-on-chemical-weapons/2012/08/20/ba5d26ec-eaf7-11e1-b811-
09036bcb182b_story.html.
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the U.S. was prepared to take decisive action to stop the Assad regime 
from employing chemical weapons. However, U.S. actions following the 
statement were not sufficient to deter the Assad regime from using these 
weapons. In the period following this statement, there were several reports 
confirming the use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime against the 
opposition and civilians in different parts of Syria. The first of such an 
attack was reported in December of 2012, but there was no U.S. response 
to deter the Syrian regime from further chemical weapons usage.3 

The third significant development in U.S. policy was President Obama’s 
“red line” speech, when the Assad regime used chemical weapons in the 
town of Ghoutta near Damascus in August 2013, exactly a year after Presi-
dent Obama’s “red line” statement. Many around the globe expected a rapid 
U.S. reaction that would include military strikes, leading to the overthrow 
of the Syrian regime. However, President Obama’s initial statements under-
lined that military strikes would not target the regime and the mission in 
question would not be aimed at overthrowing the Assad regime. Instead, 
Obama explained that it would be limited to destroying the capability of the 
Syrian regime to launch subsequent chemical weapon attacks. Even then, 
many analysts indicated that the U.S. administration was very reluctant 
to take the necessary steps to achieve this limited goal. President Obama’s 
decision to seek Congressional approval, in the wake of British Prime Min-
ister Cameron’s resolve to seek authorization from the UK parliament, was 
regarded as another sign of this reluctant position. Later, the plan quickly 
took a U-turn as a direct result of Russian intervention. President Obama 
decided to refrain from launching the attack, to the dismay of the interna-
tional community and an angered Syrian opposition. As it will be argued 
below, the shift frustrated both the Syrian opposition and U.S. allies in the 
region because of the confusion it created and the lack of a communication 
or deliberation with U.S. allies during the decision-making process. 

3Robert Johnson and Geoffrey Ingersoll, “ ‘Poison Gas Bombs’ in Syria Could Force US In-
tervention,” Business Insider, December 24, 2012, http://www.businessinsider.com/assad-report-
edly-using-chemical-weapons-homs-syria-rebels-2012-12.
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Meanwhile, radical groups were gaining further ground in Syria. While 
the U.S. ignored calls for action from the international community, ISIS 
began surpassing other rebel groups in Syria in numbers and capabilities 
and launching operations to destabilize Iraq. At the beginning of 2014, 
when asked about the potential impact of radical groups in Syria and par-
ticularly those who were affiliated with Al-Qaida, President Obama re-
ferred to them as jayvee teams and clearly underemphasized the disruptive 
impact that they could generate in the region. The group captured Mosul, 
the second largest city in Iraq, in June 2014. When the group laid a siege 
on Erbil, the U.S. began to act to protect U.S. servicemen and civilians in 
the city. Later in August 2014, when ISIS beheaded two American journal-
ists, the Obama administration announced a plan to form an international 
coalition to “degrade” and “destroy” ISIS. 

The following chapters will serve to illuminate U.S. policy in Syria over 
the last four years. Chapters 1 and 2 provide context for the Obama ad-
ministration’s treatment of the Syrian civil war by analyzing the status of 
relations in the years preceding the conflict. They conclude that the Obama 
administration worked cohesively to try to reverse George W. Bush’s de-
liberate antagonizing of the Syrian regime and to launch a rapprochement 
with Assad to achieve its main goals in the Middle East. Chapters 3 through 
6 address U.S.-Syrian relations since the Arab Spring and demonstrate the 
chokehold that risk aversion has held over the Obama administration de-
spite ample, if imperfect, opportunities to strengthen the Syrian opposition 
and foster a possible transition to democracy in Syria. The final chapter will 
assess what changes, if any, stakeholders may expect in U.S. Syria policy 
during the Obama administration’s remaining two years. 
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U.S. foreign policy under George W. Bush represented one
of the most complicated periods of U.S.-Syrian relations in recent history. 
Especially after 9/11, relations between the two countries became com-
plex. First, the Bush administration’s willingness to target not only terror-
ist organizations, but also states that were allegedly sponsoring terrorism 
after the 9/11 attacks generated a high degree of anxiety about Syria. In 
his address to the nation on the night of September 11, 2001, President 
Bush stated that the United States “will make no distinction between the 
terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor them.”4 This 
was an important issue for Syria as it had been on the United States’ list of 
states sponsoring terrorism since 1979 mostly due to its direct support for 
Hezbollah. However, the Syrian government acted quickly to join the U.S. 
War on Terror by providing valuable intelligence in regards to different 
groups emerging in the Middle East. 

According to former American military and diplomatic officials, in 
early 2002, Syria became one of the CIA’s most effective intelligence allies 
in the fight against terrorism.5 Accordingly, the Syrian regime compiled a 
large amount of intelligence about al-Qaeda fighters, cells and recruiters 
operating in the Middle East and Europe. Syrian intelligence was extreme-
ly valuable for U.S. counter-terrorism operations, especially in Germany. 
Furthermore, Syria also began providing access for the FBI and CIA to 

4George W. Bush: “Address to the Nation on the Terrorist Attacks,” September 11, 2001 (on-
line by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The American Presidency Project) http://www.pres-
idency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=58057.

5Seymour M. Hersh, “The Syrian Bet,” The New Yorker, July 28, 2003, http://www.newyo-
rker.com/magazine/2003/07/28/the-syrian-bet.
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launch intelligence-gathering operations in Aleppo. Some of the infor-
mation provided by the Syrian regime to the U.S. was actionable intel-
ligence. For example, in one case, Syrian intelligence reportedly detected 
that al-Qaeda was preparing a USS Cole type of attack on the U.S. Navy in 
Bahrain through a glider loaded with explosives that would be flown into 
the headquarters. Syria provided the news to the United States, effectively 
aiding the U.S. in thwarting the attack. In addition to providing intelli-
gence, Syria also assisted the U.S. in preventing an attack on an Ameri-
can target in the Canadian capital, Ottawa.6 In the meantime, Syria also 
became an important destination for those detained by U.S, forces in its 
war against terrorism. A great many of these detainees were transferred to 
Syria in order to be interrogated and tortured by Syrian officers within the 
extraordinary rendition program, who then sent any information acquired 
through interrogations to the U.S. government.7

In the early phase of the War on Terror, the Syrian regime attempted to 
turn the crisis into an opportunity. At the end of the day, it perceived this as a 
chance to improve relations with the United States. The War on Terror could 
prove extremely instrumental to convince the U.S. to remove Syria from the 
list of countries sponsoring terrorism.8 This would allow the Syrian regime 
to earn international legitimacy and to be considered a “normal nation” in 
a crisis-ridden Middle East. Secondly, if used properly, Syria could label do-
mestic dissent—in particular, the Muslim Brotherhood of Syria— as terror-
ism and gain international support for its operations against these groups. 
This would strengthen the government, as a tool of deterrence, vis-à-vis any 
groups that dared to stand against the Syrian regime.

However, mutual relations grew sour after the U.S. invaded Iraq. Syria 
opposed the operation, and after it became clear that the U.S. would not 

6Hersh, “The Syrian Bet.”
7Ian Cobain, “CIA Rendition: More than a Quarter of Countries ‘Offered Covert Support,’” 

The Guardian, February 5, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/feb/05/cia-rendi-
tion-countries-covert-support.

8Hersh, “The Syrian Bet.”
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